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How Do You Like To Learn?
Each person has unique learning preferences. Some like to
be in a live group learning faceto-face. Others prefer quiet
solitude to process the information.
My goal is to offer Wing Academy classes in the format you
like best. Whether it is a live
class by phone, in-person, or by
video seminar or self-study
using text, audio, and/or video,
I want to hear from you.
Once the input is tallied, Wing
Academy classes will be developed or modified in accordance
with the majority vote.
It will only take a minute.
Take the survey now at http://
www.surveymonkey.com/s/
F5MTR3Q

Credit Card
Purchases

Inside this issue:

I’m happy to accept credit
cards for your convenience.
Whenever you purchase products or services from ForestWitch.com, your credit card
receipt will say “Diane Wing
Enterprises.”

Safe Sender List
Put Arachne@ForestWitch.com
on your safe sender's list or
address book to ensure you
receive your Magical Monthly
newsletter! Click Here for
Whitelist Instructions.

I’m looking forward to your
feedback! - Diane Wing

Bring your spouse or friend to
share good times in port and
enjoy a spiritual adventure
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New Look for Coven
I’m excited to announce that
my publisher, Loving Healing
Press, has decided to give my
novel, Coven, a new look. It
will also have a subtitle, which
is: The Scrolls of the Four
Winds. Release date to be
announced.

Special points of interest:
 Gemstone of the Month—
Sun Aura Quartz
 Dump negative emotions
 Morph your aura

Raise your energy on the Inner Journey Cruise
July 14-21, 2013
“Sail into Spirit,” and join me
on this 7-day Caribbean adventure to Bermuda leaving from
Bayonne, NJ. on the Celebrity
Summit!

Gemstone of the Month

while we’re at sea. A small
deposit reserves your stateroom for the 2013 cruise (that's
right - NEXT YEAR)!
The Inner Journey Cruise features engaging presentations
and workshops with distinguished psychics, healers, Tarot

card readers, metaphysical
teachers, and mediums. Candy
Danzis – Diane Wing –
Rebecca Anne LoCicero –
Becky Cohen—Judy Dingler
For details, to reserve your
stateroom, and seat for the
conference Click Here.

 Blue Moon Workings
 Problems as opportunities
 Using your imagination is
transformational
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Gemstone of the Month—Sun Aura Quartz
The stone imparts abundant energy. It has
strong penetrative powers, it can enter every
cell of the body, recharging and invigorating
cell function and imparting great physical and
psychological strength. It can enhance sexuality, oxygenates the blood, liver and spleen
to overcome anemia.

Sun Aura Quartz /Tangerine Sun Aura
Quartz is a natural quartz crystal that has
been permanently fused with iron through a
special vacuum process. The end result is a
gold/yellow color with an iridescent rainbow
shine.

Excerpts from The Crystal Bible 2, Judy Hall

Sun Aura Quartz opens a blocked an unawakened third eye, it can also heal the third
eye after psychic trauma or restriction.

This section of The Magickal Monthly is provided by Gina Struebel, a master wire artist, jewelry designer, teacher, and amateur
rock hound. Gina knows how to match her
clients' vibration to the right piece of jewelry.

The stone can make you more responsive,
uplifting the spirit, and imparts the ability to
face life’s challenges with equanimity and
cheerfulness. It can also help with aligning
clarity, insight and perspective. Sun Aura
Quartz can disperse dark moods and lighten
emotional thoughts, bringing emotional balance.

To get this month's featured gemstone, visit
her website at
http://www.twistedandbent.com/
gemstone_of_the_month.html

Quote of the Mo nth
"A problem should be looked upon
But that does not mean that we
as an opportunity to gain a greater
should accept problems as necesawareness of whatever principle
sary or desirable, that we should
we may be working with. We need
remain in them or become bogged
never be ashamed
down by them.
of the problems
Instead we
“We need never be ashamed of the
that come, beshould use the
problems
that
come,
because
they
are
cause they are
principles as
opportunities.”
opportunities.
alarm bells to

awaken us out of the problem. As
consciousness of the principles develops through our contemplation
of them and our bearing witness to
them, we react less and less to
problems.”
- Lorraine Sinkler
The Alchemy of Awareness

Forest Wit ch Commenta ry —Blue Moon
August brings us a Blue Moon on
August 31st, which is a second full
moon occurring within the same
month. This event happens approximately once every two or
three years.
As a full moon, the Blue Moon provides maximum power for workings
focused on fulfillment, manifesta-

tion, strengthening,
will last for two to three
completion, culmiyears.
nation of plans, and
With the Blue Moon in Piprojects close to
sces, it is ideal for dream
fruition. Workings
work, psychic work, and
performed and inA Blue Moon is the second full
meditation.
tentions set during the moon occurring in one month
Blue Moon are to be
The next Blue Moon will occur
carefully selected, for its effects
in July of 2015.
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Learning Opportunities
Independent Study!

Live , in-person Tarot Combinations class
in Huntingdon Valley, PA
Sunday, August 19th, 10 am to 4 pm
We’ll go deeper into tarot interpretation as
we look at how combining the cards
changes the way you look at the card
meanings and ultimately what is coming
through for you during a reading. In-depth
tarot is recommended as a pre-requisite for
those who do not have any experience
reading the cards. .

7-week self-study course by Diane
Wing available through Daily Om
"How to Release Your Inner
Magick"
Sign-up Here

Release Your Inner Magick & Increase
Your Energetic Awareness
Check out the Fall Semester schedule for
classes taught by Diane Wing through
Cecil College and get registration information by Clicking HERE
These courses are available by
convenient teleseminar!

Private Students Welcome!
Contact me at
dianewing@forestwitch.com

Magickal Tip

Click on photo

"Decide on the desired sensation or
aura morphing into a shape related to your
perception that you want others to
wish. For protection, imagine scales or
have of you. Turn the desired sensomething similar. For attracting others,
sation into a positive mantra (for
imagine that your aura is dazzling and
ex: ’Those who wish me harm must
beautiful. For subtle invisibility, imagine
turn away’). Close your eyes and
that a dark cloak is materializing around
imagine that
your aura.”
your aura is
- Konstantinos
silver. Begin
“For attracting others, imagine that
Nocturnal Witchcraft:
to repeat your
your aura is dazzling and beautiful.”
Magick After Dark
mantra while
imagining your

Bring Peace Into Yo ur Life
Holding onto negative thoughts, beliefs, and
emotions creates discord in your body,
mind, and relationships. Letting go of these
allows you to feel clearer, lighter, and
more vibrant.
There is a simple exercise I use that allows
you to quickly cleanse yourself of energetic
toxins. My clients report that the world
looks brighter and they feel calmer after
performing this technique. The full exer-

cise can be found in The True Nature of
Tarot.
Go outside and stand on a patch of earth.
Start at your head then throat, heart, and
abdomen, taking negativity from each area
and allowing it to flow out of your body and
into the ground. Do so until you feel completely clear. Then move 10 feet from the
original spot and pull in fresh orange and
green light. Fill your body with this beauti-

Click on photo
ful light until
all areas are
saturated with
this new energy. Do this
whenever you
feel agitated
or stressed to
regain calm
and peace.

Magickal Events for August:
August 1 - Full Moon in Aquarius 11:27 pm EDT (Corn Moon)
August 1 - Lammas/Lughnasadh
Register for Pathways Click Here
Check out the latest review by Maria Briggs at
http://
themammahomemaker.blogspot.com/2012
/07/pathwaysreview.html

August 3—Diane Wing radio interview - Carole Tollen Psychic
Experience Click Here For Details
August 5 - Celtic Tree Month of Hazel begins
August 17 - New Moon in Leo 11:54 am EDT

“You have given me the supportive tools that I wasn't
even aware that I was missing! I am able to self
observe and change the way I think. I feel more in
control of my decisions and the outcomes that may
happen.”
- Lia Fabbricante, www.confidentfit.com

August 19 - Tarot Combinations Class in Huntingdon Valley,
PA Click Here for Details
August 22 - Sun enters Virgo 1:07 pm EDT
August 31 - Blue Full Moon in Pisces 9:58 am EDT

Arachne’s Alchemy
This section is dedicated to transformation. Questions are always
welcome and can be emailed to me
to get a direct reply.
Using your imagination is transformative. Whenever you feel stuck in a rut
of sameness, try using your imagination to free yourself from the mundane. Moving your mind in new ways
is transformational in that it allows a
change of perspective and frees you
from your usual thinking pattern.
Start by looking at an object you’ve
had for years. Let’s say it is a crystal
pyramid given to you by a favorite
aunt. You associate the crystal with
how much she cares for you and your

love for her. You
may think of it as
an amplifying
component in
ritual or when
setting intentions. Maybe it’s
a symbol of quality craftsmanship.

What would exist there? What if it
was a granter of wishes and by
writing your desire on a piece of
paper and putting the crystal pyramid on top, the desire would manifest. What would be the beneficial
and cautionary aspects of such a
powerful tool?
Let your mind flow without
limitation. Decide that no notion is too bizarre in your imaginary
explorations. Have fun with it. When
you return to the mundane world,
you’ll never look at that pyramid the
same way. You’ve successfully transformed your fixed thought patterns
into dynamic, fluid expressions
through the power of imagination.

Using your imagination is transformative

Now let’s take that association and
blast it apart. Remove all preconceived notions about the crystal pyramid and take your mind to a new
place. “What if” questions are my favorite way to begin. What if the crystal
pyramid was a portal to another dimension? Where would it take you?

